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First off, I want to mention, especially for new people here and any others who may be
concerned regarding the signs in the sky and the increase in natural disasters. These
"predictions" are in the Biblical book of Revelation/Apocalypse, and they do their job in
frightening many into believing in Christianity.
The average person, especially those who are without does not and is not able to put in the time
and discipline to read through thousands of books. This is what is needed to completely debunk
the Christian/Muslim programs, which are total scams, along with their Jewish root. I'm talking
beyond having faith.
In addition, most people have multiple walls up in their minds, shutting out much awareness in
order to cope with reality.
In regards to the increase in natural disasters, the moon being off, along with other signs in the
sky and unusual phenomena, the universe goes through cycles.
The ancients knew this. Many important libraries were burned and destroyed. A lack of
knowledge creates fear. The Jewish writers of that rotten Bible and Koran knew this. They've
used this along with other deceptions to frighten people into accepting and believing their
ludicrous lies. This is why the Christian Churches have viciously attacked science for centuries.
Murdering, torturing and vehemently destroying the lives of scientists and other scholars.
Thousands of years ago, the Sahara desert was lush and green, teeming with plants and was
fertile for agriculture. The earth shifted and since then, the Sahara has become total desert.
These sorts of things are usual in nature. Fossils have been discovered in Antarctica, indicating
that the continent at the bottom of the world was not always there, but at a higher latitude where
the climate was much warmer, and teeming with life.
Pangaea and Gondwanaland were massive continents before the earth experienced massive
catastrophe, breaking them up.
Beings from other worlds who are more advanced often know when their planets face major
changes to where the planet will no longer support life. Advanced beings then implement
intergalactic colonization.
This is a fact. It has absolutely nothing whatsoever to do with any spook.
Because of this lack of knowledge, copious destruction of ancient libraries and places of
learning, and the exploitation of the resulting ignorance of the masses, falsifying and deliberate
rewriting of history, many are frightened out of their minds.
The 2012 was another hoax, along with the YK2000. Fear creates distraction. The masses
never learn.
This isn't to say there won't be disasters forthcoming. Plagues, breakdown of society and other

nasties.
The major threat is nuclear war. Also, this has occurred on other planets. Nuclear war
unfortunately is not just unique to planet earth.
Predicting the end has been going on for centuries:
http://www.abhota.info/end2.htm
http://www.satanslibrary.org/ExposingCh ... cting.html
As for nuclear weapons, all of the scientists who worked on the Manhattan project and
promoted the use of atomic warfare were Jews:
http://www.satanslibrary.org/666BlackSu ... ntion.html
The reality is, we save our own souls, OR, we don't. Knowledge is the key, along with the
discipline to work on one's mind and soul on a consistent basis.
Training one's mind to deeply concentrate (which is essential to success in spiritual workings),
can take as long as 1 - 2 years of daily meditation. Patience, perseverance and self discipline
are essential here. Everyone is different owing to past lives regarding the spiritual development
of the soul.
Now, something exceptionally important is the cleanliness of the soul.
The deluded Christians and idiot Muslims are deceived into believing after this life, if they
conform to the spiritually damning suicidal laws in their doctrines, a beautiful paradise along with
eternal bliss will be waiting for them.
This is not so. Those of us who have worked with deceased and reincarnated souls know that
what is on the soul (even animals), stays on the soul until it is removed. I know Satan has the
power to remove afflictions of the soul, but we need to work on our own souls.
One should clean one's aura daily. This is done by visualizing a brilliant white light like the Sun
sweeping from the top of one's head to one's feet.
What happens with this is after a cleaning, more spiritual dirt, so-called "karma" and so forth
come to the surface from present and past lives. This is why it's so important to stay on top of
cleaning our auras on a daily basis, as this spiritual dirt will not get a chance to manifest into
reality. It can take anywhere from one to several days for what is on the aura to manifest into
reality; an event in one's life.
Cleaning the aura can take between one and two years of consistent daily cleanings. Positive
affirmations should be stated 3 times or so following the cleaning, such as "I am always safe,
secure and protected in every way and at all times.
When stating affirmations like the one above, it is important to feel your aura and soul. Tune into

feeling your aura and soul and focus while reciting the affirmations.
After your aura becomes clean, then it's time to work on one chakra at a time, cleaning it with
the light scanning from the wide part to the tapered tip. This can be done anywhere from 5 to 25
or more times.
Only work on one chakra at a time until it is clean, then go onto another. Don't work on more
than one. This must be done daily in order to prevent more astral dirt which surfaces from
getting a foothold in reality.
You will more than likely see all kinds of nasties coming off your aura and chakras. Chains are
bindings and obstacles for one.
Always remember, we save our own souls and that lying filthy trash about that worthless
Nazarene saving anyone was corrupted from the kundalini serpent. The truth is your own
serpentine energy when applied will save you and also protect you.
http://www.satanslibrary.org/ExposingCh ... hrist.html
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